memorandum

DATE: March 28, 2001

REPLY TO
ATTN OF: William D. Magwood, IV

SUBJECT: Nuclear Energy Policy Initiatives

TO: Theodore J. Garrish
    Kevin M. Kolevar
    Joseph T. Kelliher

Attachment

cc: Kyle McSharry, S-1
    Margot Anderson, PA-1

William D. Magwood, IV, Director
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science
and Technology
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DOE017-1586

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Savage, Buzz
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2001 7:59 AM
To: Johnson, Shane
Cc: Stamos, John; Cook, Trevor; Bartell, Joseph
Subject: Policy papers

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
Stamos, John

From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 9:24 AM
To: Magwood, William
Cc: Stamos, John
Subject: FW: Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources).

Trev.

Original Message

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2001 10:41 AM
To: Conk, John; Hastel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Bratsch, Jay; Meichert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; Breed, William; 'jkster@bpa.gov'; York, Michael; Friedas, Christopher; Friedrichs, Mark; Pumphrey, David; Kolevar, Kevin
Cc: Kelhner, Joseph
Subject: Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources).

On 2 March 24 th

Chapter 8 pages
March 24 th
Stamos, John

From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 12:12 PM
To: Magwood, William
Cc: Stamos, John
Subject: Heads up on the National Energy Policy Development for Nuclear
Importance: High

-----Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 11:57 AM
To: Cook, Trevor
Subject: as we discussed

Helpful to use redline method if you can/
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DOE017-1621

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Wednesday, February 14, 2001 9:40 AM
To: Stamos, John; Wade, Kenneth
Subject: FW: Electricity outline for the WhiteHouse

-----Original Message-----
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 5:23 PM
To: Cook, Trevor
Subject: FW: Electricity outline for the WhiteHouse

-----Original Message-----
From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 5:16 PM
To: Hoffman, Patricia
Subject: Electricity outline for the WhiteHouse

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 4:16 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Magwood, William
Subject: Another Policy Paper for Nuclear

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Freitas, Christopher  
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 4:49 PM  
To: Anderson, Margot  
Cc: DeHoratis, Guido; Braitsch, Jay  
Subject: Chapter 9 Infrastructure - Summary Closing  

Importance: High

Sincerely,

Christopher J. Freitas  
Program Manager, Natural Gas Infrastructure  
(202) 585-1657

Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
From: Freitas, Christopher  
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 4:49 PM  
To: Anderson, Margot  
Cc: DeHoratius, Guido; Braitsch, Jay  
Subject: Chapter 9 Infrastructure - Summary Closing  
Importance: High

Sincerely,

Christopher J. Freitas  
Program Manager, Natural Gas Infrastructure  
(202) 586-1657
From: KYDES, ANDY
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 7:49 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: Any luck on my natural gas para?

---Original Message---
From: Margot Anderson_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 4:34 PM
To: Kydes, Andy
Subject: Any luck on my natural gas para?
subtractions will be coming later

---Original Message---
From: Stevenson, Beverley
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 5:02 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: FILE ATTACHED
Importance: High

copy file: policyele1revised.doc

Beverley D. Stevenson
Office of the Secretary
Phone: (202)586-3500
Fax: (202) 586-7210
NOTE FOR: JOE KELLIHER

FROM: LARRY PETTIS
ACTING ADMINISTRATOR
ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION

Attached are two charts sent to Vice President's Task Force following Monday's briefing.

Attachments
From: Margot Anderson at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2001 10:40 AM
To: Kydes, Andy; John Conti at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Andrea Lockwood at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; William Breed at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Michael Whatley at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Douglas Carter at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Jay Braitsch at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Elena Melcher at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; TREVOR COOK at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; 'jkstier@bpa.gov' at Internet at X400PO; Christopher Freitas at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Mark FRIEDRICH at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; David Pumphrey at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Kevin Kolevar at HQ-EXCH at X400PO; Abe Haspel at HQ-NOTES at X400PO; MaryBeth Zimmerman at HQ-NOTES at X400PO; Michael York at HQ-NOTES at X400PO
Cc: Joseph Kelliher at HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources).